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PARIS: Kylian Mbappe scored one and set up two
more as France routed Iceland 4-0 at the Stade de
France on Monday night to move to the top of Group
H in Euro 2020 qualifying. The result gives France six
points from their first two matches and puts them
ahead Turkey, who also won 4-0 on Monday, on goal
difference.

“It was our objective to take six points but the
manner was good as well,” France manager Didier
Deschamps told the post-match press conference.
Deschamps praised his team’s “offensive efficiency”
against a “dense” Icelandic defence.

“When the opponent plays very defensively it can
be very difficult to find a way through so that was a
good sign,” said Deschamps, although he acknowl-
edged that Icelandic fatigue near the end played a
role.  He added that he was pleased that all three
strikers - Mbappe, Antoine Griezmann and Oivier
Giroud - scored. “They are the champions of the
world and you saw that today,” acknowledged
Iceland manager Erik Hamren. “Five shots on goal
and they scored four. That’s top class”

From the start Mbappe’s movement mesmerised
the Icelanders, though his contribution to the opening
goal after 11 minutes was straightforward. The visitors
cleared a corner only as far as Benjamin Pavard. The
right back switched the ball to Mbappe, alone on the
left. The young star had time to aim his cross which
Samuel Umititi met at the near post with a header
that glanced off the inside of the far post and into the
goal. Four minutes later, Giroud almost headed anoth-
er, from a cross by Pavard, but Hannes Halldorsson
leapt and stretched to palm the ball over. For the next
45 minutes, France, who have never lost to Iceland,
gave the impression that they had slipped down a
couple of gears and were content to take the long-
range shooting opportunities the packed Iceland
defence was allowing.

Iceland meanwhile worked courageously and
managed to force the occasional small threat. After
68 minutes, Iceland were again punished for failing to
put distance on a clearance. France moved the ball to
Pavard who swerved across in from the right that
lured Halldorsson into a desperate dive for a ball he
could not reach.  

‘SOMETHING  DIFFERENT’ 
Giroud kneed the ball into the empty net for his

35th France goal. That moved him into third on the
all-time list of France scorers, breaking a tie with
David Trezeguet. The Chelsea striker trails only
Michel Platini, on 41, and Thierry Henry, the all-time
leader on 51.

“He’s not playing much for his club,” said
Deschamps. “But he remains effective and brings
something different to the other two strikers.”

Gaps began to appear in the Iceland defence. “As
long as its 1-0 we have a chance, but after 2-0 we
had problems,” Hamren said. Mbappe added a third
after 78 minutes. Griezmann slipped a pass between
two defenders to the advancing Mbappe who
shrugged off a timid challenge and slid the ball past
Halldorson.

Six minutes later, Mbappe returned the assist with
a neat backheel that sent Griezmann scampering
through the frozen Icelandic backline to poke the ball
into the corner of the goal. “We’ve started well with
two nice team performances” Paul Pogba told French
broadcster M6. “We knew what we were up against.
They are a team that doesn’t let in a lot of goals  but
today we did our job.”  —AFP
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England’s young guns lay 
down Euro 2020 marker

Sterling is a role model for Sancho and Hudson-Odoi
LONDON: England’s 5-1 victory over Montenegro
will likely be remembered for the racist abuse aimed
at their players but it was another indicator of why
Gareth Southgate’s side should be considered among
the favourites for Euro 2020.

Just two games into their qualifying campaign,
England’s place at next year’s championship already
looks assured. They top Group A with six points after
two wins, including their opening 5-0 thumping of the
Czech Republic.

Last year’s World Cup semi-finalists have scored
five or more goals in consecutive matches for the first
time since 1984. England, ranked fifth in the world,
have not won a major tournament since the 1966
World Cup on home soil and next year will have a
similar advantage, with at least two of their group
games at Wembley, plus the semi-finals and final.

Southgate, though, is shaping a squad built for
much further into the future as he looks to banish
England’s record of under-achievement. At 18, Callum
Hudson-Odoi was handed his full England debut in
Podgorica, becoming the second-youngest player to
start a competitive match for England after Wayne
Rooney.

West Ham’s Declan Rice, 20, also started for the
first time in midfield, while Jadon Sancho, who
impressed against the Czechs, watched on from the
bench on his 19th birthday. Marcus Rashford (21), Joe
Gomez (21) and Trent Alexander-Arnold (20) were
among those not even involved for the past two games
due to injury, but who have already made their mark
on the international stage under Southgate.

FAITH IN YOUTH 
Hudson-Odoi has yet to make a Premier League

start for Chelsea but a consistent feature of

Southgate’s reign, helped by his knowledge of the
players as former manager of the England under-21s,
has been his faith in youth.

“I can’t wait for clubs to pick players 50, 100 times.
That is not the landscape we are operating in,” said
Southgate. “What we have seen in different positions
is players we think are good enough so we’ll play
them.”

Others tipped for bright futures at international
level include Manchester City midfielder Phil Foden,
who was in the squad that won the 2017 under-17
World Cup alongside Sancho.

Southgate’s approach was rewarded with a first
World Cup semi-final in 28 years in Russia and
England backed up that impressive performance by
qualifying for the last four of the Nations League, with
the finals to be held in Portugal in June.

Even one of the youngest squads at the World Cup
has evolved over the past eight months. Of the 11 who
started the semi-final defeat by Croatia, only six did
so in Montenegro on Monday.

Two of those who remain, Harry Kane, 25, and
Raheem Sterling, 24, seem like veterans given the
striking youth of the players around them. Captain
Kane scored against both the Czech Republic and
Montenegro to take his international tally to 22 goals
in just 37 matches but says he does not expect to
reach his peak for another few years.

Sterling is a role model for players such as Sancho
and Hudson-Odoi. A teenage prodigy himself, he had
to cope with plenty of criticism for failing to perform
at international level, particularly after an embarrass-
ing Euro 2016 exit to Iceland.

But the Manchester City forward has matured as a
player and a leader on the pitch and is in devastating
form for club and country. After scoring a hat-trick

against the Czechs, he scored his sixth goal in four
England games against Macedonia in a match marred
by racist abuse from the home fans in Podgorica.

Southgate will be wary of thinking too far ahead,

mindful of past failures to convert promise into the
hard currency of results. But he knows he has an abun-
dance of talent at his disposal, twinned with the zest of
youth as he plots a new era for England. — AFP

PODGORICA: Montenegro’s defender Zarko Tomasevic (R) heads the ball next to England’s forward Raheem
Sterling during the Euro 2020 football qualification match between Montenegro and England at Podgorica City
Stadium on Monday in Podgorica, Montenegro.  — AFP

LISBON: Portugal’s forward Cristiano Ronaldo (C) vies with Serbia’s defender Nikola Milenkovic (BOTTOM) during
the Euro 2020 qualifying group B football match between Portugal and Serbia at the Luz stadium in Lisbon on
Monday. — AFP

LONDON: Gareth Southgate has called for education
to stamp out racism in football as European governing
body UEFA opened disciplinary proceedings against
Montenegro following abuse aimed at black England
players during his side’s 5-1 Euro 2020 qualifier win in
Podgorica.

Raheem Sterling celebrated the fifth goal on Monday
by cupping his ears towards the home fans as a sign of
defiance, while Callum Hudson-Odoi said he and Danny
Rose heard monkey noises aimed at them.

“Sanctions are worthless if there is nothing alongside
that to help educate people,” said England coach
Southgate. “My kids don’t think for one minute about
where people are born, what language they speak, what
colour they are.

“There’s an innocence about young people that is
only influenced by older people. So we have to make
sure that the education is right for everybody.

“In our country, (it’s) the same. I’ve said this before,
I’m not sitting here just criticising what’s happened
tonight because in our country we have the same issue.
We’re not free of it.”

Sterling’s goal capped a fine performance in which
Ross Barkley struck twice and Michael Keane and Harry
Kane also scored as England overcame the hosts’ early
opener to seal an impressive victory.

England coach Southgate said the racist chanting
had marred the win, which leaves England in charge of
Group A following two big wins. Sterling tweeted a pic-
ture of his goal celebration, saying: “Best way to silence
the haters (and yeah I mean racists)”.

“It’s 2019 now, I keep saying it. It’s a shame to see
this going on and we can only bring awareness to the
situation,” he told Sky Sports. “It’s now time for the peo-
ple in charge to put a real stamp on it because you can
fine someone, but what is that going to do?”

UEFA announced on Tuesday that disciplinary pro-
ceedings had been opened, with charges against
Montenegro including racist behaviour and crowd dis-
turbances. The case will be dealt with on May 16.

The Football Association called the abuse “unaccept-
able at any level” and said it would assist UEFA’s investi-
gation. “On Monday evening, England players were sub-
jected to abhorrent racist chanting while playing in a
UEFA EURO 2020 qualifier in Montenegro,” said an FA
spokesman.  “This is unacceptable at any level of the
game and we welcome UEFA’s decision today to take
disciplinary action. “Our immediate focus is on support-
ing UEFA with their investigation and the players and
staff involved.” UEFA regulations state that if supporters
engage in racist behaviour then “the member association
or club responsible is punished with a minimum of a
partial stadium closure”.

Article 14 also states that additional sanctions can be
imposed depending on the situation, while “disciplinary
measures may be combined with specific directives
aimed at tackling such conduct”.

Football Against Racism in Europe (FARE) praised
the England players for their reaction in a match it said it
had designated as “high risk” prior to it taking place,
and called for heavy sanctions.

“We commend the reaction of the England players
involved. No human being should have to face abuse
and vilification for their race or identity, something that
many Montenegrins will understand from the divisive
and bloody recent history of the Balkans,” FARE said in
a statement. Kick It Out campaigner Troy Townsend
said the incidents showed UEFA had “failed the game”
in its handling of racist abuse. British Formula One world
champion Lewis Hamilton tweeted: “Congrats to
@England on their 5-1 win against Montenegro last
night, you’re doing us all proud. What you faced with
the chants was despicable. Completely unacceptable, no
room for this behaviour in any sport. #loveoverhate
#silencethehaters.” — AFP
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LISBON: Captain Cristiano Ronaldo left the field with a
thigh injury as Portugal drew 1-1 against Serbia in an
Euro 2020 qualifier on Monday. Ronaldo was replaced
after 30 minutes in Lisbon as Fernando Santos’ reigning
European champions drew for a second time in their
opening two games of the campaign after they were held
by Ukraine on Friday. There was no word whether the
five-time Ballon d’Or winner would be fit for to play for
his club Juventus in the first leg of their Champions
League quarter-final at Ajax on April  10. Will iam
Carvalho wasted the best of the early chances at
Benfica’s two-thirds empty Estadio da Luz.

Serbia failed to clear the ball in the box before it fell to
the unmarked Real Betis midfielder who’s side-footed shot
glanced past the post after five minutes. Ajax playmaker
Tadic opened the scoring from the penalty spot two min-
utes later.

Wolves goalkeeper Rui Patricio collided with an
advancing Mijat Gacinovic in the box and Tadic tucked the
spot kick away with ease to take a shock lead over the
Euro 2016 winners. Ronaldo was denied an equaliser two
minutes later as his effort was very well saved Marko
Dmitrovic. The 156-time international left the field on the
half hour mark after he pulled up chasing a ball on the left
wing. He received quick treatment from members of the
medical team before returning to action but was replaced
by Pizzi minutes later as Pepe took over the skipper’s arm-
band. The visitors were level with three minutes of the first
half to play. Porto’s Danilo Pereira hammered his shot from
outside the box into the top corner past a helpless
Dmitrovic. Carvalho should have put his side into the lead
25 minutes into the second half.

Guerreiro chipped a cross to the back post, Bernardo
Silva then played it into the middle of the box but Carvalho
couldn’t make a solid enough contact with the ball to chal-
lenge Dmitrovic. Fernando Santos’ outfit were denied a
second penalty on 73 minutes after the linesman overruled
referee Szymon Marciniak’s original decision for off-side.

The hosts pressed on for the winner in the closing ten
minutes but Mladen Krstajic’s outfit defended stubbornly
to claim a point in their first game of the campaign. Next
for Portugal is a Nations League semi-final against
Switzerland on June 5 and Serbia travel to Kiev in a Euro
2020 qualifier two days later. — AFP
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SHANGHAI: Manchester City will return to China this year
for the first time since their ill-fated visit of 2016, when a
game with cross-town rivals United was called off at the last
minute.  The first overseas Manchester derby was cancelled
just hours before kick-off because of an unplayable surface
at Beijing’s “Bird’s Nest” stadium following heavy rain.

Pep Guardiola’s City will hope there is no repeat when
they compete in the 2019 Premier League Asia Trophy,
which will be held in Nanjing on July 17 and nearby
Shanghai on July 20.

The other teams will be Newcastle United, West Ham
United and Chinese-owned Wolverhampton Wanderers,
the Premier League said yesterday. Each side will play two

games in the mini tournament, which is likely to be testing
for the players with peak temperatures over 30 degrees
Celsius (86F) and the possibility of torrential rain.

The Asia Trophy was similarly dogged by pitch prob-
lems-again after rain-when it was held in Hong Kong in
2013. Then-Sunderland manager Paolo Di Canio labelled
the muddy surface “a killer pitch” and Tottenham Hotspur’s
Jan Vertonghen suffered an ankle injury on the water-
logged surface. While uncomfortable conditions for play-
ers and disruptive to managers’ pre-season preparations,
the Premier League and clubs see such trips as a prime
opportunity to grow their fan bases in China, the world’s
second-biggest economy.

City recently purchased a stake in Chinese third-tier
club Sichuan Jiuniu as part of their overseas expansion
drive. “In Manchester City we have the reigning Premier
League champions competing for the trophy,” the league’s
interim chief executive Richard Masters said when naming
the July line-up. “I have no doubt the fans can expect some
competitive and thrilling Premier League action.” A glut of
European football clubs look set to visit China in pre-sea-
son, with Barcelona and Tottenham Hotspur also commit-
ted to coming. — AFP
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